CABLEGRAM

TO LEGATT MEXICO OTTAWA

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (62-109060)

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY NOVEMBER TWENTY-TWO LAST, DALLAS, TEXAS, MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING.

RELEGATMEXLET MARCH ELEVEN LAST CONCERNING REVA FRANK BERNSTEIN AND JOSEPH BERNSTEIN, COPIES FURNISHED OTHER RECIPIENTS BY MAIL.

INFORMATION THEREIN RECEIVED FROM MEX DASH ONE EIGHT AND MEX DASH ONE NINE INDICATES THAT ACCORDING TO REVA BERNSTEIN SHE AND HUSBAND WERE INTERVIEWED BY NEWSPAPER REPORTERS AND QUOTE CANADIAN SECRET SERVICE END QUOTE FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY CONCERNING CUBAN MAIL DROP UTILIZED BY THEM IN CANADA. SHE INDICATED HOWEVER NEITHER LOCAL, STATE NOR NATIONAL POLICE OF UNITED STATES HAD QUESTIONED THEM. SHE ALSO CLAIMED TWO PERSONS FROM FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE (FPCC) IN US HAD DISAPPEARED SINCE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY IMPLYING THEY WERE KIDNAPED OR MURDERED.

1 - DALLAS (89-43)
2 - DETROIT

SEE NOTE FOR SAC DETROIT AND NEW YORK PAGE THREE.
CABLEGRAM TO MEXICO
OTTAWA
RE: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY NOVEMBER TWENTY-TWO LAST, DALLAS, TEXAS, MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION CONCERNING

BUT FILES FAIL TO DISCLOSE ANY INFORMATION CONCERNING CONTACTS OF BERNSTEIN BY NEWSPAPER REPORTERS OR CANADIAN AUTHORITIES FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY. BUREAU IS ALSO NOT AWARE OF CUBAN MAIL DROP UTILIZED BY BERNSTEINS IN CANADA FOR RECENT PRO-CUBAN ACTIVITIES ON PART OF BERNSTEINS. FURTHER, NO INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED INDICATING DISAPPEARANCE OF PPCC MEMBERS IN US AS ABOVE.

LEGAT, MEXICO, REINTERVIEW DEX DASH ONE EIGHT DASH ONE DASH TO PIN DOWN SPECIFICS AS ABOVE ALLEGATIONS. LEGAT, OTTAWA, CONTACT ESTABLISHED SOURCES FOR ANY INFORMATION INDICATING BERNSTEINS MAY HAVE BEEN CONTACTED BY CANADIAN AUTHORITIES AND, IF SO, BASIS FOR CONTACT. COPIES BEING FURNISHED NEW YORK AND DETROIT BY MAIL WITH ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS. MAIL COPY TO DALLAS FOR INFO. SUGAR RESULTS FOLLOWED BY LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION TO PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION.
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